Spontaneous isolated posterior inferior cerebellar artery dissection: rare but underdiagnosed cause of ischemic stroke.
Spontaneous isolated posterior inferior cerebellar artery dissection (PICAD) is a very rare cause of ischemic stroke. Clinical and radiologic features of ischemic type of isolated spontaneous PICAD are not well established. We consecutively enrolled patients who had spontaneous isolated PICAD confirmed by digital subtraction cerebral angiography. Clinical manifestation, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and angiography were analyzed. Seven patients were diagnosed as ischemic type of spontaneous isolated PICAD. Patients experienced an occipital headache, followed by vertigo, postural imbalance, or Wallenberg syndrome. Six showed medullar, unilateral, or bilateral cerebellar infarctions on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI). One presented with transient cerebellar ischemia and negative on DWI. T1-weighted imaging showed high signal intensity in posterior inferior cerebellar artery in only 1 patient. Susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI) revealed hypointense signal with blooming effect in posterior inferior cerebellar artery in 5 patients. The modified Rankin Scale score at 3 months was 0 or 1 in all patients. Clinical manifestations in ischemic type of spontaneous isolated PICAD were similar to those of intracranial vertebral artery dissection. Clinical course was relatively stable and benign. SWI was more helpful to suspect abnormality of posterior inferior cerebellar artery than conventional MRI or magnetic resonance angiography in our small series. Cerebral angiography is recommended in patients with clinically suspected spontaneous isolated PICAD for definite diagnosis.